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Abstract

A growing interest in sensory system plasticity in the natural context of motherhood has created the need to investigate how intrinsic physiological state (e.g., hormonal, motivational, etc.) interacts with sensory experience to drive adaptive cortical plasticity for behaviorally relevant stimuli. Using a maternal mouse model of auditory cortical inhibitory plasticity for ultrasonic pup calls, we examined the role of pup care versus maternal physiological state in the long-term retention of this plasticity. Very recent experience caring for pups by Early Cocarers, which are virgins, produced stronger call-evoked lateral-band inhibition in auditory cortex. However, this plasticity was absent when measured post-weaning in Cocarers, even though it was present at the same time point in Mothers, whose pup experience occurred under a maternal physiological state. A two-alternative choice phonotaxis task revealed that the same animal groups (Early Cocarers and Mothers) demonstrating stronger lateral-band inhibition also preferred pup calls over a neutral sound, a correlation consistent with the hypothesis that this inhibitory mechanism may play a mnemonic role and is engaged to process sounds that are particularly salient. Our electrophysiological data hints at a possible mechanism through which the maternal physiological state may act to preserve the cortical plasticity: selectively suppressing detrimental spontaneous activity in neurons that are responsive to calls, an effect observed only in Mothers. Taken together, the maternal physiological state during the care of pups may help maintain the memory trace of behaviorally salient infant cues within core auditory cortex, potentially ensuring a more rapid induction of future maternal behavior.
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An individual’s internal state impacts ongoing perception and cortical processing of sensory stimuli (Gandelman, 1983; Parlee, 1983; Critchley and Rolls, 1996; Steinmetz et al., 2000; Supèr et al., 2003; Balcetis and Dunning, 2006; Niell and Stryker, 2010). Since such states are often mediated by neurochemical mechanisms that also contribute to experience-dependent cortical plasticity (Gu, 2002), the neural correlates of sensory memories acquired under distinct states are likely also different. Yet the neurobiological connection between internal states and sensory memories is not fully understood, particularly at the level of sensory cortex, where neural traces of sensory experience can be found (Weinberger, 2004; Ivanova et al., 2011). For example, a putative cortical signature of associative learning is sensory map plasticity, and internal factors like motivation during learning can affect the relative magnitude of this plasticity (Rutkowski and Weinberger, 2005). However, learned behaviors can persist in the absence of sensory map expansion (Reed et al., 2011), and other forms of neural plasticity may also contribute to the longer-term memory trace of a sensory experience (Polley et al., 2004; Schnupp et al., 2006; Razak et al., 2008). Inhibitory plasticity is one such experience-dependent mechanism that has gained recent attention (Pallas et al., 2006; Galindo-Leon et al., 2009; Woodin and Maffei, 2011), though little is known about how internal states affect its long-term expression. Developing an understanding of how intrinsic factors influence forms of cortical plasticity can shed new light on how our sensory systems shape the inputs that lead to each individual’s unique interpretation of the external world from prior experience.

Neuroplasticity during motherhood provides an opportune natural system in which to explore this question. Motherhood is associated with long-term behavioral (Fleming et al., 1994; Kinsley et al., 1999; Lambert et al., 2005; Pawluski et al., 2006) and neurophysiological (Fleming and Korsmit, 1996; Kinsley et al., 2006; Swain et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2010) changes, including plasticity in inhibitory systems (Maguire and Mody, 2008; Maguire et al., 2009). Dramatic hormonal changes accompany pregnancy and parturition, and the degree to which this intrinsic maternal hormonal environment contributes to adaptive plasticity for infant care has been of long-standing interest (Terkel and Rosenblatt, 1972; Bridges, 1984; Fleming and Sarker, 1990; Maguire and Mody, 2009). Such questions now extend to sensory systems, given recent findings of sensory cortical plasticity during motherhood (Xerri et al., 1994; Liu et al., 2006; Rosselet et al., 2006; Liu and Schreiner, 2007; Kim et al., 2010; Cohen et al., 2011). However, much less is known about how physiological state and experience might combine to establish and maintain functionally adaptive cortical plasticity.

We investigate maternal sensory plasticity in a mouse model of acoustic communication between offspring and adult females. Mouse pups emit bouts of ultrasonic whistles that are recognized as behaviorally relevant to mothers but not pup-naïve virgins (Ehret et al., 1987; Ehret and Koch, 1989). Neural correlates for this behavioral difference have been demonstrated in the auditory cortex of both anesthetized (Liu et al., 2006; Liu and Schreiner, 2007; Cohen et al., 2011) and awake, head-restrained animals (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009). In particular, after weaning pups, awake mothers show a stronger single unit (SU) pup call-evoked inhibition compared to virgins, an effect hypothesized to improve the functional detection of pup calls (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009). Rather than a reflection of the maternal physiological state, this long-term inhibitory cortical plasticity could simply be a result of experience with pups. We tested that possibility here using SU recordings in cocaring females, which are virgin mice that raise pups with a littersmate mother. Importantly, cocarers do not undergo the same physiological changes as mothers, although they still behaviorally recognize pup ultrasounds after sufficient pup care experience (Ehret et al., 1987).
Experimental Procedures

Experiments were carried out on adult CBA/CaJ female mice, all between 14 and 24 weeks old. Animals were housed under a reversed light cycle (14 hours light/10 hours dark), had access to food and water *ad libitum*, and were tested during their dark cycle. In the course of our study, distinct Animal Groups were used: Mothers, which were studied after weaning their pups at postnatal day P21; Virgins, which had no adult contact with pups and no breeding experience; Cocarers, which were adult virgins given the same full term (21 postnatal days) of experience caring for pups as a Mother (but without the physiological changes due to pregnancy, parturition and lactation) and studied after pups were weaned; and Early Cocarers, which were adult virgins with experience caring for pups with a Mother at least through postnatal day P6, and studied between P6–11. In the subsequent text, these terms when capitalized refer to our specific study groups; when not capitalized, they refer to generic animals of their respective types.

All Mothers, Cocarers and Early Cocarers used in electrophysiological studies were screened to check that they would successfully retrieve scattered pups in the home cage over a 10 minute period on P5 or P6 (retrieval screening for behavioral studies described below). This ensured that our animals not only had some minimum baseline of experience with ultrasonically vocalizing pups – verified by an ultrasound detector (U30, Ultra Sound Advice, London, United Kingdom) – but also showed comparable levels of maternal responsiveness.

Electrophysiological recordings

A head post surgery under isoflurane anesthesia was performed on animals a few days before chronic, restrained electrophysiological recordings began. During surgery, a stereotaxically targeted grid of small recording holes covering core auditory cortex was marked with india ink on the skull for later opening (~150 um diameter) before each recording session. Animals were given 2–3 days recovery before electrophysiological recording sessions began, at which point their weight and activity levels appeared normal. Before each day’s recording session, animals were very briefly re-anesthetized with isoflurane and placed in the nose clamp of the stereotax so that small holes (about 150 microns diameter) could be drilled with an insect needle held by a pin vise (Fine Science Tools, Foster City, CA) through the holes defined by the grid. Two to three hours after recovering from this brief procedure, the mouse was handled for 10 to 15 minutes to reduce stress and then prepared for electrophysiology recordings by placing them into a two-piece (top and bottom halves), plastic tube (~3 cm diameter) lined with soft foam. The animal’s head post was affixed into a stationary metal bar while its restraint tube was suspended by rubber bands. This helped to ensure that any animal movement would not place torque on the head post, and to minimize any movement-related recording artifacts. If an animal did not acclimate well to the restraint, it was removed; no recordings were collected under sedation. Further details on the methods for head post implantation and lesions for electrophysiological studies may be found in (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009).

Electrophysiological recordings were performed on a vibration isolation table (TMC 63-533, Peabody, MA) in a 9′-4″ × 10′-6″ double wall anechoic chamber (IAC, Bronx, NY) using 6 MΩ, tungsten electrodes (FHC, Bowdoin, ME), targeting the ultrasound field (UF), primary auditory field (A1), and the anterior auditory field (AAF) in the left auditory cortex (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009). An electrode was advanced using a hydraulic microdrive (FHC), while monitoring the activity on a computer speaker. A reference depth was established at the dural surface by listening for a change in the electrode channel noise level, and all single unit (SU) and local field potential (LFP) recordings were located between 300 and 700 um below this. SUs were isolated by adjusting the electrode depth in 1–5 um steps.
until a SU was detected and its background noise ratio was optimized. For any detected SU, we played back pure tones and pup calls regardless of whether it was excited, inhibited, or non-responsive. Additional SU isolation methods are described in our previous studies (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009; Lin and Liu, 2010). Figure 1A–C shows example SUs with their respective spike waveforms, interspike intervals (ISI), single trial examples, and their pooled peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) responses.

**Acoustic stimulation**

For each SU and LFP site, responses were recorded to both pure tones and mouse vocalizations. Sounds were played back to the animal through an Infinity EMIT free-field speaker located 11 cm from the right ear. At this position, the speaker has an uncorrected transfer function that peaks around 15 kHz, and drops smoothly by around 10 dB to 40 kHz, after which it declines more gradually and stays within about +/− 6 dB until beyond 100 kHz. Nevertheless, we equalized the speaker output using the frequency-dependent transfer function to derive an 80-tap Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter through which all sounds were presented. This completely flattened the speaker output between 5 and 105 kHz, with minimal harmonic distortion.

Tones were played at 60 dBSPL for 60 ms and had 10 ms $\cos^2$ onset and offset ramps. To derive frequency response curves, 40 different tones logarithmically spaced ranging from 6.4 to 95 kHz were presented randomly every 600 ms and repeated 15 times through the Brainware software (Tucker Davis Technologies, TDT). We analyzed call responses to eighteen different pup vocalizations that were scaled to a target root mean square (RMS) amplitude of 65 dBSPL. The calls were specifically chosen to vary systematically in average frequency (66 – 81kHz) and duration (12 – 67ms), coming from pups ranging from post-partum day 4 through 14 (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009; Lin and Liu, 2010). Since all calls were selected from a previously recorded database, they were not emitted by pups that were familiar to our study animals. Each call, along with a blank stimulus without a sound, was interleaved in random order for each new recording site, and the cycle of all stimuli was repeated 50 times. All stimuli had the same trial lengths (600 ms), with sounds presented 200 ms into the trial.

For behavioral experiments, two Infinity EMIT free-field speakers were used. They had similar transfer functions with only a shallow, uncorrected roll-off from ~16 kHz to 91 kHz of ~8 dB, measured 60 cm away at the nest. We corrected this with FIR filters and equalized their output. Thus, sound stimulation was matched between the two speakers across the full frequency range. Two different stimuli were used, which consisted of alternating bouts of either a set of pup calls or tones. The pup calls used in each bout were randomly selected from four different vocalizations in our library with an RMS amplitude of 70 dBSPL measured at the nest depression. These four calls varied in both frequency (65, 71, or 74 kHz), and duration (35 or 55ms). Tones were played back from the opposing speaker and designed to match the stimulus variability in the pup call stimuli. Tones had 5 ms $\cos^2$ onset and offset functions and were randomly selected from a set that varied in frequency (19, 20, or 21 kHz), and duration (35 or 55ms). The tones were measured at 55 dBSPL at the nest depression to approximately match the sound level differences in the CBA/CaJ hearing thresholds at 20 kHz versus 64 kHz, consistent with earlier behavioral studies (Ehret and Haack, 1982). The test used either a randomized number of calls per bout (2–5 calls), or a fixed number of calls per bout (3 calls) for a given animal, with the start of each bout separated by 1.6 seconds and the inter-stimulus interval within each bout set at an ethologically appropriate 200 ms (Liu et al., 2003).
SU and LFP classification and analysis

Pup call and tone responsive SU PSTH’s were classified using methods previously described (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009) to explicitly detail changes in both the temporal and rate dimensions of the response. Briefly, SU response duration was determined by finding the half-min of the smoothed spike rate (convolution of individual spikes with a Gaussian smoothing function, 5 ms standard deviation), and determining the time over which the smoothed spike rate stayed below the half-min value. To determine if there were differences between animal groups in the pooled spike rate for call-inhibited SUs, each smoothed, time-dependent spike rate function was normalized by the average spontaneous rate during the blank trial and then pooled over SUs. The strength of SU inhibition was quantified by integrating the actual spike count over a period from 5 to 65ms (accounting for the longest duration pup call plus an initial neural delay and any offset responses) and dividing by the spontaneous rate. The normalized spike count and duration of responses were used to create a plot of the bootstrapped mean values for each animal group. Within each animal group, the SU data were randomly sampled with replacement 50000 times to estimate means and 95% confidence ranges. To compute the spontaneous rates for both calls and tones for comparing responsive and non-responsive firing rates, the 200 ms prior to the stimulus onset was used.

To assign SU recordings to an auditory field, we relied mainly on the best frequency (BF) topography, expecting to observe a reversal of the tonotopic BF gradient at the border between Al and AAF (Stiebler et al., 1997). Since tonotopy in the auditory cortex is most easily seen at a coarser population level, and can be more variable at the SU level (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2010; Rothschild et al., 2010; Hackett et al., 2011), we used the LFP as a more robust way to visualize the BF map. This was validated by comparing the BFs and tuning curves for a subset of data in which we had pairs of SUs and their co-localized LFPs recorded along the same cortical column at different depths (between 300–700 um) in the same electrode penetration (Fig. 2A–D). To compare the variability between SU and LFP BFs within each recording column, the octave difference in BF was measured between the two SUs or LFPs as $\log_2(BF_1/BF_2)$, where BF1 (BF2) was the larger (smaller) of the two BFs. SUs were clearly more variable in their BF values within a column compared to LFPs (Fig. 2E). Correlation coefficients between SU or LFP tuning curves further showed that those from LFPs were significantly more similar to each other across sites compared to those from SUs (Fig. 2F). These results therefore justified using the LFP for coarse mapping of recording sites in the awake animal.

A recording site’s LFP BF, the bandwidth of the tuning curve, and the BF relative to surrounding recording sites were then used to assign the recording hole and its associated SUs to an auditory field. A hole was generally assigned to UF if it had an LFP BF greater than ~45 kHz and a more localized excitatory response to the ultrasonic frequencies. AAF was typically defined as the holes ventral to UF holes, which showed LFP BFs below ~45 kHz with excitatory responses across a broad frequency range. The localization of UF and AAF helped define the caudally located A1 by tracking the rostral to caudal reversal of the tonotopic progression. Recording sites that were located in the middle of this reversal were labeled as joint AAF/A1. Any recording holes that demonstrated no reliable LFP responses to the pure tones but showed auditory responsiveness to pup calls were considered as non-core auditory fields and were not included in the data analysis. Our analysis of lateral-band fields consisted of recordings from holes assigned to AAF, A1 or AAF/A1, which was carried out blindly to the knowledge of the SU responses within those holes. In addition, our experimental strategy accumulates recordings for the same stimulus set over time in a large database. The current work includes a small subset of all SUs (86 out of 367), including call-inhibited SUs (28 out of 103), that were part of a previous publication (Galindo-Leon et al.,...
2009), though the vast majority of units included here are new (77% for all SUs, 73% for call-inhibited).

Two-alternative choice behavior

All behavioral studies were conducted inside an 8’-2” × 10’-6” double wall anechoic chamber (IAC, Bronx, NY) under dim red light. Animals were tested on an elevated W-maze with the following dimensions (refer to later Fig. 6 for a schematic of the maze): 35.5 cm from ground, 80 cm length, 3.5 cm high walls, 33 cm between the long edge at the base of the W to nest in the y-direction (e.g. perpendicular to the base of the W), and 30 cm from long edge to the end of the open arms. Speakers were located 60 cm away from the nest depression. Two servo-controlled doors (Hitec HS-7950TH, Poway, CA) 24.5 cm long and 13.5 cm high were hinged on stands located 18 cm from the maze in the x-direction (e.g. along the base of the W), and 5 cm from the maze in the y-direction. The doors were controlled remotely using variable duration digital pulses from a System 3 RX5-2 (Tucker Davis Technologies) module, allowing the user to control the position of the doors in real time.

Mothers, Cocarers, and Early Cocarers were tested over three consecutive days with four pups aged P6–P8 days postpartum. For Mothers and Cocarers, the four pups came from a donor litter since the Mother’s pups had been weaned, while for Early Cocarers, the four pups came from the litter in which they were coca ring. Prior to each test day, 70% ethanol was used to wipe down the elevated W-maze, and clean Alpha-Dri bedding was added. The mouse was then placed onto the W-maze with four pups in the nest area for a one hour habituation. During this time, the experimenter remained outside the anechoic chamber while the mouse was habituated to the environment and sound of the servo-controlled doors. Periodically, the experimenter would enter the chamber and displace pups from the nest to motivate retrieval behavior. The number of times this occurred per animal varied, but each animal would perform at least two retrievals prior to the test, with the goal of getting the mouse to retrieve pups in the maze consistently.

Following habituation on each day, two sound preference tests were performed, spaced approximately 1 hour apart. Prior to each sound test, we motivated the mouse by again scattering pups and eliciting a retrieval response, following the successful protocol in earlier behavioral studies of mouse phonotaxis (Ehret and Haack, 1982). Two pups were placed on the left and right sides of the nest depression at equivalent distances to avoid a left-right bias, and the mouse was monitored using the TopScan video tracking software (Cleversys, Reston, VA). If during this test, a female mouse did not retrieve within 10 minutes, the mouse was excluded from further testing of sound preference. For mice that did retrieve, we allowed them to explore the W-maze post-retrieval, and waited until she had returned to the nest for at least 30 seconds before closing the servo-controlled doors. Once the doors closed, two pups were removed from the nest, and then the two-alternative choice test began. We played back bouts of pup calls from a speaker (randomly chosen) positioned on one side of the maze, alternating with a speaker placed on the opposite side playing back behaviorally irrelevant pure tones centered around 20 kHz (see Acoustic Stimulation, above). The animal was kept in the nest by the doors to ensure that it listened to the laterally presented sounds before making a choice. We remotely opened the doors after approximately 30 seconds of sound playback, and scored whether the mouse moved towards the pup call or tone speaker by crossing a threshold of 18 cm from the center of the maze. Once that threshold was crossed, both speakers were switched off, and full access to the ends of the W arms was prevented by the repositioned doors. These steps reduced the likelihood that animals would learn that no real pup was the source of the sounds. Using a W-maze instead of a straight running board (Ehret and Haack, 1982) helped minimize the chance that animals would simply move reflexively towards the speaker they happened to be pointing at when the doors
opened. In total, we collected data from at most six pup retrieval and sound preference tests for each animal.

**Hearing tests in behavioral animals**

Auditory Brainstem Responses (ABRs) were measured only on those animals used in the behavioral tests to confirm each animal’s threshold of hearing for different tone frequencies. Animals were anesthetized using a mixture of Ketamine and Xylazine (initial dose of 4 parts 100 mg/kg Ketamine : 1 part 5 mg/kg Xylazine, maintained subsequently by 6 parts Ketamine : 1 part Xylazine). Once the animal showed no reflexive response to a light toe pinch, it was placed onto a Styrofoam bed with its right ear 11 cm from a speaker on the vibration-isolation table in the electrophysiology rig. Subdermal needles connected to a RA4LI headstage (Tucker Davis Technologies) were used to record the ABR with the ground placed ventral lateral to the left external pinna, the reference electrode ventral lateral to the right external pinna, and the recording electrode at the vertex of the skull. The brainstem signals were recorded at 25 kS/s and band pass filtered from 100 Hz to 3 kHz. Stimuli were played 500 times presented at a rate of 19 Hz and in 5 dB steps to obtain an averaged ABR for a specific tone frequency at different amplitude levels. The threshold was then defined as the lowest amplitude level that could evoke an auditory response.

**Statistical analysis**

To compare SU responses, parametric and non-parametric statistical tests were used. Parametric tests (ANOVA) were used if all groups were normally distributed and did not statistically differ in their variances. If any of the groups violated normality, the Ansari-Bradley was used to test for equality of variances. For the non-parametric analysis of variance test we used the Kruskal-Wallis, for paired recordings the Wilcoxon Sign Rank test, and for unpaired recordings the Mann-Whitney U test. If the ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test returned $p<0.05$, post-hoc group comparisons were tested using Fisher’s least significant difference criterion set at the 0.05 level.

For the two-alternative choice behavior, we used a binomial test to investigate whether the proportion of pup call responses differs from chance level (50%). For testing spontaneous rates, we performed a square root transformation of the data, since this has often been used to convert neural activity with a Poisson distribution to a normal distribution (Baker et al., 2002; Prince et al., 2002; Ogawa and Komatsu, 2004; Hayden and Gallant, 2005). This transformation is often applied when the variances of the data are proportional to the means, and is often applied to data when the samples are taken from a Poisson distribution (Zar, 1999).

**Results**

**Long-term inhibitory plasticity is not simply a result of experience**

Our starting point was our previous finding that core auditory cortical SUs from awake Mothers and Virgin mice do not show systematic differences in simple measures of pup call-evoked excitation, but do differ significantly in call-evoked lateral-band inhibition (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009). The question addressed here is whether the differences in evoked inhibition are related to extrinsic experience raising pups or intrinsic (e.g. physiological state) changes associated with motherhood. We recorded SUs from the core auditory fields of 13 Mothers, 14 Cocarers, and 14 Virgins. In all, we obtained 322 SUs from core auditory fields, including both pup call-responsive and nonresponsive SUs. Call-inhibited responses (Fig. 1), accounted for 36/114 (32%) SUs in Mothers, 22/100 (22%) in Cocarers, and 27/108 (25%) in Virgins, which we found were not statistically different in their proportions (Pearson $\chi^2 (2, N=322) = 2.7, p > 0.05$).
Based on our earlier study (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009), we targeted call-inhibited SUs in lateral-band fields, A1 and AAF. To assign recording sites to auditory fields, we relied on the LFP BF, since call-inhibited SUs did not always have excitatory tonal tuning curves. At a coarse spatial scale across the second row of our stereotaxically laid recording grid (see (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009)), we typically found the expected tonotopic reversal between A1 and AAF (Stiebler et al., 1997) in the second or third column (Fig. 3), corresponding to 60–70% of the distance from Bregma to Lambda. In the top recording row, holes caudal to this reversal point were often associated with either A1 or the ambiguous border between AAF/A1. The most rostral two holes usually contained sites with high BF’s above 40 kHz, corresponding to ultrasound field UF. Occasionally, a more caudally located hole in either row would show a break from the tonotopic gradient with a much higher frequency BF, and/or a much weaker relative LFP response, suggestive of non-core fields. SUs from non-core areas were excluded from all data analyses.

The distribution of LFP BFs around call-inhibited SUs in A1 and AAF was similar across animal groups (ANOVA, F (2,53) = 1.05, p = 0.36, Fig. 4A), allowing us to compare call-inhibited responses without this potential selection bias. We pooled each SU’s responses to 18 different pup ultrasounds, since unlike call-excited SUs, call-inhibited SUs tended to be inhibited in a similar fashion across calls (Fig. 1D). Each SU’s overall PSTH duration and depth of inhibition were then computed. Confirming our earlier result (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009) with a much larger superset of lateral-band SUs, Mothers had significantly greater duration and strength (normalized spike count closer to 0) of lateral-band inhibition when compared to Virgins (Fig. 4B–D). Cocarers were intermediate for duration – not significantly different from either Mothers or Virgins (Fig. 4D) – and much more like Virgins for inhibition strength, where they were significantly different from Mothers (Fig. 4C).

These results are evident in the two-dimensional summary plot of the normalized spike count and duration data for each SU, which shows the Cocarer’s 95% confidence region overlapping mainly with the Virgin rather than Mother group (Fig. 4E). Although Fig. 4A shows a slightly greater proportion lower LFP BFs in the Virgin, our inhibitory results did not stem from these differences as we found no significant correlations between the call-inhibited measures and the BF (CC_strength = −0.09, p = 0.47, CC_duration = 0.09, p = 0.49). In UF, there was neither an LFP BF (Kruskal-Wallis, χ²(2,26) = 1.29, p = 0.53), nor an inhibition duration (Kruskal-Wallis, χ²(2,26) = 3.9, p = 0.14) nor inhibition strength (ANOVA, F(2,26) = 1.6, p = 0.22) difference across animal groups. Hence, consistent with our earlier finding, the most robust changes in call-evoked inhibition arose in AAF and A1, auditory fields with BFs lateral to the frequency of ultrasonic pup calls. More importantly, the Cocarer data indicate that pup experience alone does not explain why post-weaning Mothers differed from Virgins.

Maternal physiological state improves retention of cortical inhibitory plasticity

Given the principle of experience-dependent sensory plasticity for behaviorally relevant stimuli, the differences found between Cocarers and Mothers was unexpected. Previous studies have shown that virgin females given 5 days of pup experience by coca ring with a mother behaviorally prefer pup vocalizations over a neutral sound (Ehret et al., 1987), indicating that such cocarers indeed find calls behaviorally relevant. Interestingly though, call recognition behavior reportedly deteriorates in ovariectomized cocarers (but not mothers) when tested one month after pup weaning (Ehret and Koch, 1989). Given this, we wondered whether the similarity between Cocarers and Virgins was because experience never induced cortical plasticity, or if neural changes occurred early during pup experience and later decayed. This motivated follow-up experiments on coca ring virgins during an early stage of their experience with pups to see if they would be more like Mothers. Below, we refer to such animals as Early Cocarers, and reserve as the term, Cocarers, for virgins.
that had a full term of pup experience (21 days) before post-weaning recordings (see Experimental Procedures).

Early Cocarers acquired pup experience through post-parturition day P6, around the peak in pup vocal activity (Haack et al., 1983), before being isolated for surgery and electrophysiology. Chronic recording sessions began on the third day post-surgery and continued for 3 days (Fig. 5A) in six animals, yielding 45 SUs, 14/45 of which were call-inhibited (31%) in core auditory fields, 9/14 of which were designated as A1 and/or AAF sites. Using the same measures as in Fig. 4, we found that Early Cocarers were similar to Mothers but significantly different from Cocarers in their average call-inhibited SU PSTH (Fig. 5B) and strength of inhibition (Fig. 5C). The average duration of inhibition was comparable across the three groups (Fig. 5D). Interestingly though, there was noticeably more variability in the inhibition duration in the Early Cocarer group (note its larger standard error in Fig. 5D), mainly because some SUs had incredibly long durations (Fig. 5E). An example of an Early Cocarer SU with unusually long inhibitory duration is shown in the top right inset of Fig. 5E, along with examples from a Mother and a Cocarer. The three extremely long duration Early Cocarer SUs were found in two different individuals, suggesting that this was not just a case of individual variability. More generally, our call-inhibited SUs were well distributed across subjects, even for groups with small sample sizes. For each group, we found at least one call-inhibited A1 and/or AAF SU in 57% or more of that group’s animals (Early Cocarers: 4/6 animals; Cocarers: 8/14 animals; Virgins: 8/14 animals; Mothers: 11/13 animals). The average number of call-inhibited A1 and/or AAF SUs per animal with such SUs was also not significantly different across groups (Early Cocarers: 1.5±1.4; Cocarers: 1.3±1.5; Virgins: 1.2±1.4; Mothers: 1.8±1.4; Kruskal-Wallis, $\chi^2 (3,43) = 1.72, p = 0.63$).

Hence, our data suggest that very recent pup care experience in Early Cocarers can produce measures of call-evoked inhibition similar to Mothers – and in individual cases even more exaggerated than Mothers. However, unlike Mothers that still show significant differences from Virgins after weaning pups, the plasticity in Early Cocarers apparently decays to the Virgin level as pup experience fades into the past after weaning. Finally, given this decay in the cocaring virgin groups, we also assessed whether Mothers might show a decay in inhibition characteristics depending on the time since weaning pups, but did not find correlations that reached significance (CC duration of −0.27, p = 0.11; CC strength of 0.20, p = 0.24).

**Maternal physiological state improves long-term salience of pup calls**

The results described above would predict that if the observed lateral-band auditory cortical inhibitory plasticity were to contribute to behavioral recognition of pup calls, then Mothers and Early Cocarers, but not Cocarers after pup weaning, should at least show a preference for calls. To test the call-evoked behavioral response in these groups, we implemented a semi-automated two-alternative choice phonotaxis task in a W-maze (Fig. 6A; see Experimental Procedures for details). We recorded a total of 81 experiments from 14 Mothers, 74 experiments from 13 Cocarers, and 60 experiments from 10 Early Cocarers.

Similar to previous studies (Ehret and Haack, 1982; Uematsu et al., 2007), we evaluated the number of approaches towards the pup call speaker in each animal group. We found that Mothers (Binomial Test $z = 2.06, p = 0.05$, 2-tailed) and Early Cocarers (Binomial Test, $z = 2.2, p = 0.04$, 2-tailed) approached the pup call speaker 1.62x and 1.84x more frequently, respectively, than the tone speaker. In contrast, the ratio for Cocarers was 1.10x, which was no different than chance (Binomial Test, $z = 0.38, p = 0.80$, 2-tailed, Fig. 6B). Additionally, at the individual animal level, 8/14 (57%) Mothers and 6/10 (60%) Early Cocarers performed the call recognition task above chance, while only 4/13 (31%) Cocarers
performed better than chance. In fact, there were more experiments when Cocarers did not even respond to sound playback (15%), compared to Mothers (6.2%) and Early Cocarers (10%). Hence, the behavioral difference in pup call approach by Mothers and Early Cocarers versus Cocarers appears to mirror the difference in lateral-band SU inhibitory plasticity found between these animal groups. This supports the possibility that the cortical plasticity contributes to the perception of the calls as behaviorally relevant.

In reaching this conclusion, additional controls ruled out two potential intrinsic factors that could have acted during the test itself to produce behavioral differences. First, an animal’s threshold for hearing the 60–80 kHz pup calls versus the 20 kHz tones could affect both its proportion of approaches and exploration times. However, we found no interaction effect between animal group and auditory brainstem response thresholds for 64 kHz and 20 kHz tones (repeated measures ANOVA, F(2,31) = 0.82, p > 0.05; N_Mothers=14; N_Cocarers=13; N_Early_cocarers=10, Fig. 6C). Second, call recognition behavior might be correlated with the animal’s motivation to retrieve pups in our test apparatus, or with its familiarity with the pups (i.e. familiar pups for Early Cocarers vs. foster pups for Mothers and Cocarers). However, we found that the average amount of time an animal took to bring each pup back to the nest during the retrieval test was no different across groups (Kruskal-Wallis, χ² (2,211) = 0.18, p = 0.91; N_Mothers=81; N_Cocarers=74; N_Early_cocarers=59, Fig. 6D), suggesting similar levels of maternal responsiveness to live pups. This is consistent with previous reports of pup retrieval latencies by mothers and pup-sensitized virgins (Stolzenberg and Rissman, 2011).

Maternal physiological state correlates with reduced spontaneous activity selectively for call-responsive SUs

What aspects of one’s intrinsic physiological state might contribute mechanistically to maintaining adaptive neural plasticity in mothers? The maternal hormonal milieu during pup experience (Fleming and Sarker, 1990) is an obvious candidate. While a systematic dissection of how individual hormones affect neural coding is beyond the scope of the current work, the above results motivated us to explore potential functional targets on which hormones might act to preserve plasticity in mothers. In particular, spontaneous neural firing is detrimental to the preservation of synaptic plasticity (Zhou et al., 2003; Li et al., 2009), and reproductive hormones have been found to modulate spontaneous neural firing in brain areas such as the amygdala (Schiess et al., 1988), cerebellum (Smith et al., 1988), and barrel cortex (Kisley and Gerstein, 2001). This led us to test whether there were any differences across our animal groups in auditory cortical spontaneous firing rates. Across all core SUs recorded (Fig. 7A), we found no mean differences between groups (ANOVA, F (3,348) = 1.7, p = 0.17). Intriguingly though, by separating SUs according to whether they were call-responsive or not, we found an overall main effect of call-responsiveness (ANOVA, F(1,344) = 35.7, p = 5.7e-9, Fig. 7B1) and a significant interaction between call-responsiveness and animal group (ANOVA, F(3,344) = 4.7, p = 0.003). The main effect indicates that on average, SUs that were call-responsive were more likely to have higher spontaneous firing rates, perhaps because these SUs are closer to threshold and more likely to fire spontaneously and respond to stimuli. However, the interaction indicates that this effect was not the same across all animal groups. In Mothers, post-hoc tests showed that spontaneous rates for call-responsive SUs were similar to those of call-nonresponsive SUs and significantly lower than those of all three virgin groups (Fig. 7B2, left bars). On the other hand, spontaneous rates of call-responsive SUs in Virgins, Cocarers and Early Cocarers were not different from each other. Moreover, spontaneous rates for call-nonresponsive SUs were not significantly different across all groups (Fig. 7B2, right bars).

Did the decrease in spontaneous activity among call-responsive SUs in Mothers generalize to responsiveness for behaviorally irrelevant sounds? We reclassified SUs depending on
whether they were responsive or not to pure tones covering an equivalent logarithmic frequency range as our pup calls, namely 20–28 kHz. Figures 7C1–2 show that while there was again a significant main effect of stimulus-responsiveness (ANOVA, $F(1,323) = 62.5, p = 4.3e^{-14}$), there was now no significant interaction between group and tone-responsiveness (ANOVA, $F(3,323) = 0.29, p = 0.83$). Importantly, unlike for call-responsiveness, the relationship between tone-responsiveness and spontaneous rate in Mothers was the same as in other animal groups (Fig. 7C2). Hence, the spontaneous firing rates of SUs involved in call coding were selectively suppressed in Mothers.

**Discussion**

Understanding how extrinsic experience may interact with intrinsic physiological states to generate sensory plasticity at the level of the cortex is essential to elucidating the nature of our individualized memories. Using behavioral experiments and electrophysiology in awake head-restrained mice to investigate a cortical model of adaptive maternal plasticity for infant cues, we found that a mother’s physiological state and not just her experience rearing pups helps to preserve both the long-term behavioral salience of and auditory cortical inhibitory plasticity elicited by infant vocalizations. This plasticity manifested in the depth and duration of call-evoked SU inhibition. While consistent with our earlier study in Mothers (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009), the result here was derived directly from single units (rather than using local field potentials) in the A1 and AAF auditory cortical fields that represent frequencies “lateral” to those of the ultrasound calls. Our results further demonstrate that pup experience alone in Early Cocarers could produce immediate behavioral and cortical changes. However, these changes were not retained in Cocarers in the weeks following weaning, unlike in Mothers recorded after weaning. Interestingly, Mothers were the only pup-experienced animals to show a selective suppression (relative to pup-naïve Virgins) in spontaneous firing, specifically in neurons involved in coding ultrasound calls. This hints at the possibility that intrinsic cellular excitability might be regulated by hormonal history, and that this could help preserve a long-term memory trace of behaviorally salient communication vocalizations in the core auditory cortex.

The form of experience-dependent cortical plasticity examined here involved stimulus-evoked inhibition, rather than topographic map expansion or excitatory receptive field plasticity, both of which were previously demonstrated for somatosensory stimulation in a maternal context (Xerri et al., 1994; Rosselet et al., 2006). “Inhibition” here referred to the pure reduction in stimulus-locked action potential firing relative to spontaneous firing, so that SUs labeled “call-inhibited” contained no obvious excitatory component in their spiking. We used this term instead of “call-suppressed,” since “suppression” has already been applied in the auditory field to refer to the reduction in sound-driven excitatory responses (Atiani et al., 2009; Otazu et al., 2009; Pienkowski and Eggermont, 2010). Whether plasticity in the strength of inhibitory synaptic potentials (Dorn et al., 2010; Maffei, 2011) provides a mechanism for this response type would need to be tested in the future with intracellular recordings. The alternative possibility that vocalizations produced a sudden decrease in excitatory input cannot yet be ruled out. However, it is notable that a recent study investigating multisensory modulation by pup odors of sound-evoked auditory cortical firing in anesthetized mice found that inhibitory interneurons indeed fired more robustly in Mothers and Early Cocarers (Cohen et al., 2011).

Why would experience produce a greater reduction in the firing of some cortical neurons to a behaviorally relevant stimulus, and how would this serve the perceptual processing of the sounds? In interpreting this, we note that the strongest inhibitory changes were found in the so-called “lateral-band” core auditory fields where sites are tuned to lower frequency sounds than the 60–80 kHz ultrasonic pup calls. We have hypothesized that this reduces activity in
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neurons whose firing would represent interfering background sounds, thus improving the population level neural activity contrast evoked by ultrasonic calls (Galindo-Leon et al., 2009). This fits with electrophysiological results from awake ferrets trained to detect a target tone in noise in a conditioned avoidance paradigm (Atiani et al., 2009): if the target frequency was far away from the BF of a recorded neuron, then its activity was on average suppressed compared to those with BFs near the target. Interestingly, the harder the detection task as background noise increased, the greater the observed suppression. The magnitude of spiking suppression reported was not large (average -17% for hardest task), yet comparable to the relative decrease we observed in normalized spike count between Virgins and Mothers (average -23%). Those authors attributed their results to selective attention, although general engagement in an auditory task engagement has also been reported to produce a similar magnitude of suppressed auditory cortical firing (Otazu et al., 2009).

It may be then that the salient vocalizations in our paradigm engage attentional or arousal mechanisms in animals that recognize calls, which would explain why the same animal groups showing the strongest lateral band inhibitory plasticity (Mothers and Early Cocarers) also exhibit the strongest behavioral preference for pup calls. Moreover, our behavioral results in Early Cocarers confirm that pup experience by itself can imbue pup vocalizations with behavioral relevance. Incidentally, even though the pups used in testing Early Cocarers were familiar rather than novel (as for Mothers and Cocarers, see Experimental Procedures), there was no difference between groups for retrieving actual pups, suggesting the level of maternal responsiveness for all groups was similar. Nevertheless, the contrast between Mothers and Cocarers after pups are weaned suggests that a Mother’s distinct physiological profile associated with pregnancy, parturition and/or lactation during pup experience may be needed for the continued salience of pup calls after pup care ends.

Our electrophysiological finding that the inhibitory changes in Early Cocarers fade away after pups were weaned (measured in Cocarers) was unexpected for two reasons. The first comes from a cortical plasticity perspective. It was recently discovered that even “passive exposure” of adult animals to sounds continuously can induce a persistent suppression of auditory cortical activity evoked by those sounds, possibly as homeostatic compensation for increased afferent activity (Norena et al., 2006; Pienkowski et al., 2011). In our paradigm, cocaring mice hear ultrasonic calls over the ~2 week period of heightened vocalizing during rearing (Haack et al., 1983), so some long-term change seemed likely. More importantly, cocaring virgins actively respond to calling pups and provide care, so the calls’ behavioral relevance in addition to their prevalence was expected to foster lasting auditory cortical plasticity, as reported in cases of auditory classical conditioning (Weinberger et al., 1993). Nevertheless, these factors did not translate after pups were weaned into the same sustained inhibitory plasticity in Cocarers as seen in Mothers, as would have been expected if sound experience and behavioral relevance per se were sufficient for long-term plasticity in adults. It is possible that something about the experience with ultrasound vocalizing pups might be different between mothers and cocarers, even though the duration of pup experience and hearing calls was the same. This is difficult to assess, but we did check that our Mothers, Cocarers and Early Cocarers were equivalently effective at retrieving ultrasonically vocalizing, scattered pups during an explicit pup retrieval experience on P5–P6 (see Experimental Procedures). Whether the quality of maternal responsiveness subsequently changes and how that might correlate with auditory cortical activity on an individual animal basis during behavioral call recognition would best be studied by implanting animals with chronic electrodes for recording during behavior – a future direction. This could be done in both cocaring females and mothers, and tracked well after weaning to determine whether any decay in call-evoked inhibition might occur later on for mothers.
The second reason for surprise comes from the maternal behavior perspective. On the one hand, maternal hormonal levels during initial pup experience accelerate subsequent maternal responsiveness, indicating a long-term maternal memory (Fleming and Sarker, 1990; Scanlan et al., 2006) whose basis has been attributed to subcortical mechanisms (Li and Fleming, 2003; Scanlan et al., 2006). On the other hand, recent evidence in mice suggests that sufficient initial experience with pups by itself can also establish a long-term memory of prior maternal behavior gained in the absence of reproductive hormones. Ovariectomized virgin mice with just 2 hours/day of pup experience over 4 days display shorter latencies than pup-naïve virgins for live pup retrieval 1 month later (Stolzenberg and Rissman, 2011). Why then did our phonotaxis tests of approach towards played back calls not reveal retention of maternal memory in pup-experienced, post-weaning Cocarers? We speculate that traditional tests of maternal responsiveness wherein animals fully interact with pups using all their senses engage maternal memories differently than our modality-specific test focused just on the auditory recognition of pup calls. The latter simply asks whether the acoustic cues alone are sufficient to elicit recognition and a preferred approach and thus narrowly focuses on the question of the calls’ acoustic “attractiveness,” without the reinforcing pup cues from other modalities (Cohen et al., 2011) that would be present during physical pup retrieval. The lack of behavioral preference for calls in Cocarers 1–2 weeks post-weaning in our study, and in a previous study performed 1 month post-weaning (Ehret and Koch, 1989), would therefore indicate that behavioral salience of calls alone decays over time if pup experience is gained outside the maternal physiological state. The correlated decay in call-evoked cortical inhibition observed between Early Cocarers and Cocarers then implicates core sensory cortex, often overlooked in maternal behavior studies, in the maternal memory for the salience of a unimodal pup cue. This auditory cortical activity – which our awake, head-restrained studies assess – would then feed into the maternal motivation circuit along with signals from other sensory modalities processing pup cues (e.g. olfaction) to drive behavioral responses.

How might the maternal physiological state promote long-term preservation of pup call salience and cortical plasticity? During pregnancy, parturition, and lactation, mothers undergo wide changes in hormones and neuromodulators such as estrogen, progesterone, prolactin, oxytocin, and dopamine, all of which may contribute to experience-dependent sensory plasticity for infant cues (Miranda and Liu, 2009). Indeed, a recent fMRI study in human mothers supports the idea that auditory cortical processing of baby cries depends on the history of hormones during infant experience (Swain et al., 2008). Specifically, in contrasting 2–4 week post-partum responses to the cries of a mother’s own versus a stranger’s baby, delivery by cesarean section (which avoids vagino-cervical stimulation and associated neurohormonal release known to improve the acquisition of maternal behavior) produced less significant activation in the superior temporal gyrus near Wernicke’s Area compared to mothers that deliver vaginally. In fact, hormones like estrogens can directly modulate neural activity within the auditory system itself, at least in songbirds (Tremere et al., 2009; Remage-Healey et al., 2010; Tremere and Pinaud, 2011) and possibly mice (Charitidi and Canlon, 2010). For this reason, we chose not to record from lactating mothers here so that the hormonal status would be more similar across animal groups. Lactating mothers could have even greater call-evoked differences relative to Early Cocarers or Mothers recorded after weaning (Cohen et al., 2011), potentially reflecting hormone-dependent processes operating during pup rearing that would help cement improved neural processing of salient stimuli (Maney et al., 2006; Tremere et al., 2012).

Regardless of the precise neurochemical origins, our discovery that spontaneous activity specifically in call-responsive cortical neurons was suppressed in Mothers compared to the various virgin groups suggests a possible target through which such mechanisms might act to retain the salience of calls. Suppression of spontaneous rate has previously been
implicated in plasticity maintenance and long-term memory, although not at the cortical level. In the developing optic tectum of Xenopus, spontaneous activity rapidly reversed induced long-term potentiation (Zhou et al., 2003). This attests to the detrimental effects of spontaneous firing for maintaining synaptic plasticity. Presumably, higher spontaneous rates would produce faster decays, an idea that has been validated through modeling. A simulation of conditioned fear memory in the lateral amygdala found that increased spontaneous firing resulted in a faster decay of plasticity; those authors hypothesized that low spontaneous firing acts to preserve fear memory through decreased Hebbian weakening (Li et al., 2009). Our data validated this in vivo through electrophysiological recordings of cortical neurons in awake animals. Whether and how maternal modulation of specific neurochemicals might act in conjunction with infant experience to produce selective changes in the spontaneous activity of neurons encoding infant calls would need to be explored further. Furthermore, how these auditory cortical changes interact with subcortical circuits driving maternal responsiveness (Numan, 2006) also requires future investigation. Nevertheless, the current results provide a clear demonstration that intrinsic physiological state during pup care, and not just the extrinsic experience alone, is required for long-term core auditory cortical inhibitory plasticity for salient pup calls in the maternal context.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Recent infant care experience can alter sensory cortical response to infant calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Infant care experience alone is insufficient for long-term salience of calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mom’s physiological state during infant care maintains call salience and plasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Spontaneous firing of call-encoding neurons is selectively suppressed in moms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.
Recording examples. (A1–A3) Spike waveform, (B1–B3) inter-spike interval distribution, (C1–C3) single trial, and (D1–D3) pooled response of three SUs to the eighteen different pup vocalizations. The mean spike waveform is shown in black with the gray lines representing all spikes in panel A. Panel D shows the trial-by-trial spike rasters and the 5-ms binned PSTH, for each call-inhibited SU. Trials, grouped by call, are arranged according to the frequency and duration characteristics of the calls. Calls in the lowest frequency range are at the bottom, and highest frequency range at the top, with a further progression from bottom to top of shorter to longer duration calls within each frequency range. The response of call-inhibited SUs was usually not strongly modulated by specific calls, so no attempt is made here to delineate the different calls. The dark gray line is the Gaussian-smoothed PSTH and the stars indicate the start and stop of the duration measure. The stimulus starts at 0 ms and the longest call lasts ~60 ms. (A1–D1) Left column SU 1714 from a Mother. (A2–D2) Middle column SU 1631 from a Cocarer. (A3–D3) Right column SU 1480 from a Virgin.
Figure 2.
Validating LFP over SU to characterize frequency tuning in a cortical penetration. SU frequency responses from the same recording penetration were more variable compared to co-localized LFPs. (A) Raster responses (tone trials ordered low to high frequency from bottom to top) and PSTHs for SUs at two sites in one example penetration, recorded at depths of 483 um (SU 1694) and 584 um (SU 1695). (B) Average pure tone LFP responses (smoothed with nearest neighbor frequencies) co-recorded with the SUs: LFP 2021 with SU 1694, and LFP 2023 with SU 1695. Horizontal black bars indicate start and duration of the tones in (A) and (B). (C) Tuning curves for SU 1694 (black) and SU 1695 (gray), based on counting spikes between the vertical brown lines in (A), when responses deviated from
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spontaneous activity. Tuning curves were normalized to an area of one. (D) Corresponding tuning curves for LFP 2021 (black) and LFP 2023 (gray), based on the peak negative deflection within 70 ms of tone onset, and normalized to a tuning curve area of one. Correlation coefficients (CC) for the tuning curves of the example SU and LFP pairs are shown in the upper right corners of (C) and (D). (E) BF difference in octaves, $\log_2(BF1/BF2)$, computed between all pairs of SU or co-recorded LFP recordings (37 pairs, average depth difference between pairs of 121.1 um ± 94.2 um standard deviation). (F) CC, computed between all pairs of SU or co-recorded LFP recordings. In both (E) and (F), bars indicate means for SUs (red) and LFPs (green), and connected dots link values for co-recorded pairs of SUs and LFPs. LFPs from the same penetration generally had much closer BFs (E) and more similar tuning curves (F) compared to SUs in the same penetration.
Figure 3.
Coarse BF map across stereotaxically targeted grid of holes covering auditory cortex. (A) Time course of LFP amplitudes across all frequencies at each hole (box). Negative LFP deflections are shown as red; positive deflections as blue. Color limits fixed to the maximum and minimum values across the entire map. Black lines in each box indicate the LFP BF for that recording hole, also shown numerically in the grid in (B). High ultrasound BFs in the dorsal-rostral quadrant are from likely UF sites. Note the tonotopic reversal in the second row between AAF to A1.
Figure 4.
Cocarers were more similar to Virgins than Mothers in their call-inhibited SU responses in lateral-band fields A1 and AAF. (A) Mothers (black), Cocarers (blue), and Virgins (gray) did not differ in their cumulative distribution of LFP BFs for co-recorded call-inhibited SU in A1 and AAF. (B) Population-averaged normalized (by the spontaneous rate) spike rate for call-inhibited SUs. (C) Mothers had a significantly lower normalized evoked spike count (Kruskal-Wallis, $\chi^2(2,53) = 10.24$, $p = 0.006$, Fisher’s LSD post hoc: M-V, *; M-C, *; C-V, n.s.). (D) Mothers showed significantly longer durations of call-evoked inhibition compared to Virgins, with Cocarers intermediate (Kruskal-Wallis, $\chi^2(2,53) = 8.06$, $p = 0.018$, Fisher’s LSD post hoc: M-V, *; M-C, n.s.; C-V, n.s.). (E) Combined normalized spike count and duration plot illustrating variability in the characteristics of individual call-inhibited SUs (dots), yet clear separability in the responses of Mothers. Contours represent the 95% confidence regions around the mean (plus) normalized spike count and duration, estimated by bootstrap. $N_{\text{Mothers}} = 21$ SUs, $N_{\text{Cocarers}} = 18$ SUs, $N_{\text{Virgins}} = 17$ SUs. For this figure and all subsequent figures, an asterisk indicates significance at the 0.05 level for the Fisher’s LSD post hoc test.
Figure 5.
Early Cocarers were more similar to post-weaning Mothers than Cocarers in their call-inhibited SU responses in lateral-band fields A1 and AAF. (A) Time line showing when Early Cocarers (orange) were recorded compared to post-weaning Mothers (black) and Cocarers (blue). (B) Both Mothers and Early Cocarers showed stronger averaged call-inhibited SU responses when compared to Cocarers. (C) Mothers and Early Cocarers had significantly lower normalized spike counts when compared to Cocarers (Kruskal-Wallis, $\chi^2(2,45) = 10.34, p = 0.006$, Fisher's LSD post hoc: M-C, *; M-EC, n.s.; C-EC, *). (D) Although both Mothers and Early Cocarers had mean durations higher than Cocarers, the groups were not significantly different (Kruskal-Wallis, $\chi^2(2,45) = 2.6, p = 0.27$). (E) Combined normalized spike count and duration plot illustrating variability in the characteristics of individual call-inhibited SUs (dots). Contours represent the 95% confidence regions around the mean (plus) normalized spike count and duration, estimated by bootstrap. The confidence region for Early Cocarers substantially overlapped with that for Mothers. Insets depict PSTH responses to all 18 calls for three different example SUs taken from each of the three animal groups. $N_{Mothers} = 21$ SUs, $N_{Cocarers} = 18$ SUs, $N_{Early Cocarers} = 9$ SUs.
Figure 6.
Maternal physiological state during pup experience contributes to long-term retention of pup call salience. (A) Schematic top view of the W-maze used in two-alternative tests of pup call recognition. Vertical gray boxes represent speakers playing back either behaviorally irrelevant ~20 kHz pure tones (right inset) or ~64 kHz pup calls (left inset), depicted as spectrograms (bottom row) and amplitude waveforms (top row). Thin horizontal boxes represent servo-controlled doors positioned in the open configuration. Thin line shows an animal’s actual center-of-mass movement in the center region (gray), past the left arm threshold (red) and past the right arm threshold (black). This animal’s first trajectory is towards the pup call speaker before turning around and proceeding towards the tone speaker. Dots along the trace are spaced 0.33 s apart, and the entire trace represents the first 150 seconds of an experiment. Dashed vertical lines indicate the decision thresholds. A video of another trial from a Mother engaged in the choice behavior (pup calls emitted from the left speaker) can be found at “LINK to mom_pupcallatleftspkr.mpg”. (B) Mothers approached the pup call speaker significantly more often than the tone speaker (47 call: 29 tone approaches), as did Early Cocarers (35 call: 19 tone). Cocarers did not show a preferential approach to either side (33 call: 30 tone). Black line represents chance. Differences between animal groups were not attributable to (C) ABR hearing thresholds, since these did not differ
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significantly across groups at either 20 or 64 kHz; or (D) ability to retrieve pups, since average latencies to retrieve also did not differ significantly.
Figure 7.
Suppressed spontaneous firing specifically in call-responsive SUs in Mothers. (A) Cumulative distribution of the spontaneous firing rate across all core auditory cortical SUs. The average spontaneous rate did not differ across animal groups. SUs that were call-responsive generally had higher spontaneous activity (B1) than call-nonresponsive SUs. However, (B1) there was a significant interaction between animal group and call-responsiveness, which post-hoc tests showed (B2) was due to a significantly suppressed spontaneous rate in call-responsive SUs only in Mothers compared to Early Cocarers, Cocarers and Virgins, which were not different from each other. Box plots indicate median, 25th and 75th percentiles, with whiskers extending to the most extreme data points not considered outliers. Call-responsive: N_Mothers = 72 SUs, N_Cocarers = 68 SUs, N_Early Cocarers = 30 SUs, N_Virgins = 59 SUs (Fisher’s LSD post hoc: M-V/M-C/M-EC, *; V-C/V-EC/C-EC, n.s.). Call non-responsive: N_Mothers = 37 SUs, N_Virgins = 41 SUs, N_Cocarers = 30 SUs, N_Early Cocarers = 15 SUs (Fisher’s LSD post hoc: M-V/M-C/M-EC/V-C/V-EC/C-EC, n.s.).

(C1, C2) Classifying SUs instead by responsiveness to 20–28kHz tones (4 tones total), all groups showed a higher spontaneous firing for tone-responsive versus tone-nonresponsive SUs. Tone-responsive: N_Mothers = 69 SUs, N_Virgins = 77 SUs, N_Cocarers = 67 SUs, N_Early Cocarers = 27 SUs. For tone-nonresponsive: N_Mothers = 29 SUs, N_Virgins = 19 SUs, N_Cocarers = 27 SUs, N_Early Cocarers = 16 SUs.